CORTEX Commodity Derivatives (CORTEX CD) is BNP Paribas’ online cross-commodity trading platform. CORTEX CD has been designed to offer a wide range of hedging solutions to clients who are exposed to the price of physical commodities.

CORTEX CD allows for transparency and live pricing through a comprehensive interface, while providing you with market content on a wide range of commodities.
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RANGE OF COMMODITIES

Explore online a wide range of commodities
CORTEX CD offers you a full range of OTC Asian swaps, bullets, averages, spreads and carry prices on an exhaustive list of asset classes and underlyings.

Thanks to CORTEX CD’s “Request For Quote” system, you can explore online hundreds of different underlyings and their custom specifications even in low liquidity conditions.

ENERGY
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PRICING & TRADING SOLUTIONS

PRICING TAILORED TO YOUR NEEDS
Select your trade details and customize each parameter of the Request For Quote or live pricing including monthly volumes, unit, currencies, payment dates and more...

ORDERS SYSTEM
Target specific level via a limit order, leave fixing orders on the LME 2nd ring or simply use our Call level functionality to be notified in real time.

PRICING KEY FEATURES
- Trade 12 different currencies
- Select your currency fixing
- Design your monthly volumes
- Create your own spreads

- Convert units
- Choose fixing, delivery and settlement date
- No minimum size
- ...
ENHANCED USER EXPERIENCE

MARKET MONITORING TOOLS
Benefit from a direct access to our research portal, forward curves, price level notification, carry spread matrix and other features.

TRACK YOUR ACTIVITY
CORTEX CD offers an intraday blotter to monitor your and your team’s activity, including traded deals, orders and saved interactions.
The blotter lets you filter columns, select keywords, export to excel and more.

AUTO-BOOKING SOLUTIONS AND CONFIRMATION MATCHING APP
- Book trades automatically after executing in Cortex via STP
- Match your confirmations online with CFM

IM APP VIA SYMPHONY CHAT
- Chat with your sales representative and make use of BOTs

SUPPORT & HELP
- 24h support hotline
- User guide & tutorials
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